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FOXBORO REOPENS FOR 1983 SEASON ......
~~

Racing resumed Thursday night,
Dec. 30 after an eleven day seasonal
recess. A large crowd of 4,800 was on
hand for fan appreciation night, with
all in attendance getting free
parking, admission and receiving a
complimentary season pass.
Foxboro fans were greeted with an
additional treat as John Hogan and
Walter Case Jr . met in a showdown
for the North American UDR
(universal driving rating) title.
Entering the nights festivities,
Hogan held a scant .003 advantage
.411 to Cases' .408. Foxboro's champ
John Hogan drew first blood, winning the opening race with Kid Dost,
2:05.2 for the SisJo Stable of
Dedham, Mass. Hogan was again
successful in his next attempt
winning the ninth race with Happy
Nesbit, 2:05.1. Walter Case was
quick to retaliate scoring with
Ollypaloosa in the tenth, 2: 08
Hogan, with no drives scheduled for
Friday night will now await the fin, 1
tabulation by the USTA to see if he
won his crown.
Eight year old Adelbert's Son,
nicknamed the "Adelbert Express', May the best man win! John Hogan (left) and Walter Case Jr. (right) sbake bands as botb paced off in tbe final nights combecause of his torrid front running petition at Foxboro Raceway. The two drivers vied for the top honor of North America's leading U.D.R. (Universal Driver
tactics, uncorked a beauty Thursday Rating) for 1982. As they entered the final two nights. Case was merely three points behind Hogan. The U.S.T.A. will tally
night, staggering a field of $5,000 the results.
·
claimers. The "Adelbert Express" earnins at $10,404. Time for the mile, the winners over $7,500 in 1982. uncharged, half in 1:01.1, three
peeled off fractions of 28.1, 58.4, 2:04.2.
·
Francis Mahoney Jr. was the win- quarters in 1: 30.3. As the field tur1:30.2,2:04.4 on route to a six length
Saturday nights feature, a con- ning driver, time for the mile 2:01.4. ned for home, Big Hugh shook loose
victory for owner Colen Mosher, of dition pace, for a purse of $3,500 was This established a new mark for the and over took Currituck Vernon at
Irasburg, Vermont. Bill Parker Jr. won by J.R. 's Bandit. This was four year old son of Mountain the wire after a hard drive. Big
was the winning driver.
Bandits' sixth consecutive win. Rick Skipper Atomic Chuck reigned Hugh is owned by Paul and Barbara
On Friday night, New Year's Eve, Flanders was the winning driver, victorious in the second division Perry of Hampstead, N.H. Time for
·
Hollandaise, a four year old mare by time for the mile 2:04.- J.R.'s Bandit drawing away from Kung Fu in the the mile 2:00.2, last half in 59.1.
After a 3 month vacation, Truman
Dutchman, was victorious in the is owned by the Shalimar Stables of stretch. Jim Doherty was the winfeatured conditional trot. Under Amherst, N.H.
ning driver, time for the mile 2:02.3. made his return to the races a
successful one, wiring a field of
confident urging through the lane,
Bill Parker Jr. was Sunday night's
Big Hugh won Sunday night's co- Open Pacers, 29.1, 59.1, 1:29.1, 1:59.Hollandaise, with owner trainer driving star, scoring a triple with
driver John DiStefano in the bike, Happy Dream Girl, 2:04.4, Bright featured preffered pace, for catch Howdown Hanover was closing
overtook front running LaPaz Boy and Breezy N., 2:00.3 and Big High driver Bill Parker Jr. The eight year fastest of all at the end, but made a
old son of J oily Roger left swiftly break just at the wire, and was
and easily held off second place 2:00.2.
taking the field past the quarter in placed second. Truman is owned by
finisher Myron's Bunny at the wire.
.
.
.
This was win number four in 1982 for .~ountain Nitro, survived a claim 30.1. At this point, Currituck Vernon the Faro Brothers and was driven to
the mare, closing her seasonal of foul, winning the first division of took over and the order remained victory by John Hogan.

LEWISTON MEET

Some January transitions come
and go without incident. One year
meshes into the next, hardly missing
a beat. But as 1983 begins, 1982
deserves more than passing mention.
Racing across the country suffers.
From Michigan to Pennsylvania
handles and attendance diminish.
But here in Maine Lewiston
Raceway posted the highest percentage gain of any track in
America. And Scarborough Downs
survived a "down" tourist year
quite well.
Suddenly Maine racing has begun
to reaffirm its leadership place in
this sport.
From the Don Richard's barn of
ichard Charloff's
bluebloods, to

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
.
. .
Racing rates with any in this region.
year with.a~tounding s~ahshcs:
. Though our top horses cannot race
R~c~gnihon of Maine racu~g IS Iocally every week, they fill the best
begi~DID:g
to
come . . National classes wherever they go. The
pubhcah?ns no longer reJeCt out of Andover Story, Romie's Goldie and
han~ Maine news. 'Yalter Case Jr. Nifty Christy all topped their
dominated the trade JOU~na .1. s for ~wo respective classes in Massachusetts.
weeks .a~ he wound up ~Is ques~ I~ a
Maine
racing
continues • to
c.lose finish. for the nati~mal dnv~ng generate turmoil, but this cleansing
title.
Maine
ex:patrwts,
Dick process has directly led to the
Maco~ber and Tim Fenno ar.e revitalization.
beco:r:ung household names in the
The prognosis for 1983 is excellent.
toi? circles of the sport. An~ ho~ses Top colts are in the barn, more
shiJ?ped from .. Maine to bi~ time money is forthcoming from the
racin.g are now taken sen~usly. relief package, the tracks continue
E~p.Ire Larry was sent off odds to invest in the sport. Harness racing
on In the $5 0,000 Peter Haughton has taken to the airwaves with a
~a~e. Cher's. Br~t closed a t~n to weekly half hour cable show. Rarely
finish .second In his Woodrow Wilson have we taken the turn with so many
pace ftnal.. .
factors pointing in the right direc~ompanhvely speaking Matne tion for the new year.

The Year In Review

gifted Empire Larry, national news
eminated from Maine Stables. Add
to these Joe Ricci's Woodrow Wilson
colt, Cher's Bret and dynamic
trotter Springiest, and Dr. Chow's
My Bill Forwood, and Maine horses
have become a national force.
Back home things are far from
good, but they have been much
worse. Comparatively speaking
M~ine racing has survived the crisis•
quite well.
rr:he ~ebound was fueled by . a
legislative package passed early 1n
the year. More money was ~etained
by the tracks and horsemen s purse
acc?un.t. 1!1 ad~ition,. the Lewiston
reyitahzatwn, Includin~ . the. commitme~t of nearly $1 mt~h!ln 1n long
term 1n1provements, finished the
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Downeast

An Editorial

Ha ness News.

By CLARK THOMPSON

As we begin 1983, we can reflect on race date allocations. Observers of
some
outstanding
individual this scene are conditioned to ask
achievements in 1982, however, the questions like: 1) Who will get May
future health of the harness sport in racing dates this year? 2) Will
northern Maine is far from ~ecure. Cumberland get shafted again this
After the , President's Pace at year? -so much for the Good Guy
Scarborough Downs, Aroostook award and experimental seasons County owned My Bill Forwood went 3) Why does Bangor want fewer
on to win in excess of $60,000 racing dates when everyone else is
at Liberty 'Bell, Freehold, Roosevelt requesting more? 4) Does the
and Yonkers. Before the year was Northern Maine Fair really mean it
over, "Bill" became a force to when they ask to race all those
reckon with on the tough Roosevelt- days?
Yonkers circuit winning at Yonkers Doug Thompson, President of the
in December after 30 some starts in Woodstock Driving Club in New
Nort h east H arness N ews wi ll we l come 1: 57.3. "Bill" surprised some with Brunswick, informs us that Connell
• t hat you WOU ld t•k
• h us; open
his competitiveness in the feature Park Raceway will host the Atlantic
anyth zng
l e to Sh are Wlt
class racing against the likes of Sire Stakes for the first time in 1983.
·
t
l
tt
t
·
t
k
Newt Lobell, Time 0 Nic, Freedom The Maritime bred colts have
pzc ures, poems, e ers, S orzes, ar WOr Fella, Mountain Haze and Dorado become. a drawing card for tracks
Hanover. "Bill" has now surpassed throughout Atlantic Canada and no
$400,000 in lifetime earnings in just doubt the same will hold true for
four years of racing. While "Bill" Woodstock. Woodstock will open
was busy racing down country, Dr. their season . July 1 with ra-ting on
Alroy and Eastlyn Chow's Silent Fridays only until old Horne Week
Majority
filly,
Girl
F riday, which will be observed on August 1, 3
proceeded to break "Bill's" two and 5.
year old mark at Bangor Raceway Harness racing will continue the
pacing in 2:03 against aged horses. following week on the U.S. side of
The Maritime owned · Columbo the border as the Northern Maine
Seelster set a track record at Fair at Presque Isle has requested
Presque Isle (2.00.2) and then went race dates beginning August 8. It
on to Foxboro lowering his lifetime will be interesting to see whether
mark to 1:58. Columbo Seelster's the NMF can improve on its outStablemate. . Clipper
Seelster, standing 1982 race program.
became the first horse to pace better Meanwhile, the Bass Park Corthan two minutes in the Maritimes poration has announced it will
as the Paul Daeres owned horse request fewer racing dates for
toured the F redericton oval in Bangor Raceway in 1983. Despite
1:59.3. There were several other last year's good handles in May and
northern Maine owned horses that early June, horsemen and fans will
distinguished themselves in and out likely be presented with a five day a
of Maine in 1982 including Armbro week, 35 date schedule beginning the
Aster, Texas Kathy, Jo Di's Pride, week of ·June 12. The usual reasons
Mr. Pipeline, Atomic Chuck, and were cited by Management for
Election Morning.
racing
fewer
days
including
weather,
inadequate
As 1982 came to a close, a finances,
disastrous fire struck the Windsor facilities, "creature comfort" (this
Ted Langdell (left) and Gov. Hugh Gallen
fairgrounds leaving 26 horses dead. must refer to race fans since we
Theodore CONCORD, N.H. _ Hugh J. The loss experienced by the owners haven't noticed many horses
MILFORD, N.H. Langdell died on Dec. 22nd at 63 Gallen, age 58 Governor of New and trainers of these horses will complaining about the weather),
years of age after a lengthy illness. Hampshire, died Dec: 29th at a surely be felt this year at tracks like and the so-called "milking the
A well known auctioneer by trade, Boston hospital of liver and kidney Bangor where many campaigned market" theory
·
1 d · th f ·1
G 11
f
st t over the past seasons. Doug Clen.
.
ang d e 11 was deep1Y mvo ve In e al ure.
a en,
ormer
a e denning reports that as of the end of
A ma]_or co~cern to those Inharness racing business. At the Democratic chairman and state December over $300 had been raised terested In ~he .future h~alth of the
present time the bulk of his stable legislator
upset
three-term
h
d t
N th
which includes the outstanding colt, Republican, Governor Meldrim by the DEHHA for victims of the ar?ess. racing ~n ':!~ ry In or er:n
Windsor fire.
Maine IS the VIability of Bangor s
Stonegate Saunter, is trained and Thomson in the general election.
In other DEHHA news, vice extended meet. A recently rel~ased
raced by the veteran Bucky Day in Hugh Gallen was born in Portland, presi·dent Mike Tremblay has set management letter to the. City _of
New Jersey. Langdell served in Oregon, but moved early in life to
B
b
d
th f
1
various capacities- throughout his Medford, Mass. Early in his career February 12 as the tentative date for angor ase up~n
e Inanc_Ia
career for the benefit of New as Governor, Gallen was very the annual winter meeting of the stat.ements of the City for t~e period
·
·
·
DEHHA Present plans call for the ending June 30, 1982, cites the
England hor_semen, most r~ce~tly as supportive of the .~ew Hampshire
tin ·to be held at the Bangor $600,000 plus debt owed the City by
mee gH
oh· St t w
the Bass Park Corporation as an
a U.S.T.A. director from Distnct 9. and New En land Sire Stakes.
.
Grange a 11 on
IO ree . e are
looking forward to another delicious area of concern. The letter states
OD t
ISS
tng e SSUe
baked ham supper and hope to see a t~at serious consid_er~tion _must be
............................................... ~ .. ·····. ···~.··························good turnout of fans and horsemen giv:en ~? a~propriabng fun?s to
for the occasion.
wnte-off th1s_ debt and . future
Baseball has its "hot stove assessments for debt service. In
league" in the wintertime while sue~ case, angry taxl?aye_rs Il!~Y
h~rness racing, at least in Maine, decide that h~rness racing IS a fnll
has its MHRC hearings to decide they can do Without.
In considering New Year's
Resolutions how about "Willing to
Serve." How many times we complain about something, even go to
the extent of causing others to
develop a negative opinion. How
different it might be if we made the
extra effort to give of our time and
become involved. We are all busy
people, but as the saying goes "those
are the people who get things done."
Our industry has n1any rules and
regulations, many areas of change,

many areas of growth. Cable
television is gaining a foothold, our
Stakes programs are constantly
being tailored to suit our needs, our
organizatio~s are exp~nding and
encompassing new Ideas.
We
desperately need a broader base of
involvement. Instead of hanging on
to the old, reach out for the newdiscuss it in a positive fashion. It just
might be worth your time and your
effort.
Jean Emerson, Editor
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M.S.B.O.A. Meeting and Banquet
Sat.-Feb. 19, 1982

(Please Circle Proper Categories)

PATRON OWNER TRAINER DRIVER GROOM OFFICIAL
It's an opportunity to be informed 'about the latest on t~e harness racing
scene in New England. 1nitial subscriptions & renewals s1gn below.
(Please enclose check to facilitiate efficiency)
Print Mailing Address
DATE·----New_ Renew_
·

Happy Jack's Restaurant- Lewiston, Me.
Happy Hour 6:00 P.Mo-7:00 P.M.
Smorgasbord Banquet (s8.95)
Annual Meeting 8:00 P.M.

r
I
I

NAME~·--------------------------------~------~

.•STRE~T=------~~--------------------~-------------I

!CITY:

STATE:
Z~~:
RETURN TO: JEAN EMERSON, EDITOR, BOOM RD., SACO, M~.04012: 1 •

····••·······························•······•·•·••················ - ~~~::
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-AGENDAPublicity Update
Stakes Report
New England Sulky Champion hip Di cus ion

~·~··························

'
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BANKER1983
········ ····~ ········SCOTCH
1983 * * BREEDING SEASON * *
Northeast Harness News

BLOODLINES:

First Dam - SCOTCH JEWEL

Sire- BRET HANOVER

2,p, 1:59.2. 3,p, 1:58.4 (by Good Time)

2,p, 1:57.2 3,p, 1:55.1 4,p, 1:53.3 (by Adios)
"Horse of the year" three years in a row 1964.65•66
68 Life time starts
62 Wins _ 5 Seconds _ 1 Third ($922,616.00 )
Bret paced 31 TWO-MINUTE MILES. Sired 219 in 2:00 and 525 in 2:05.
Picture of Bret appeared in the 1982 November issue of Hoof Beats page 67
Bret has sired seven (7) sons who have sired 1:55 speed:

=
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"Season Filly Champion" for two years in a row 1968-69
·
52 Life time starts = 32 Wins - 19 Seconds - I Third ($165,671.00)
Picture of Scotch Jewel appeared in the 1982 April issue of Hoof Beats page 37
Dam of only four ( 4) foals:
1.) Twenty Carats (by Bret Hanover) 3,p, 2:02.1 Broodmare Hanover Shoe Farms
Hardy Express 2,p, 2:01.2 3,p, 1:55.1 4,p, 1:55.1 ($149,000.00)

Warm Breeze (Solid Fuel - 1:54) - High Ideal (Trim the Tree - 1:53.3)
Twinke Hanover Tg._:d ~;n.;;:r ~~~o~!:e Castleton Farm
Stlr~ke OBut ((HFol~ Hh itDte~ - 1:541?55) My BScotdch. Bret ((TMry IScoFt.ch - 11:5544.33))
2.) Scotch Banker (by Bret Hanover) 4,p, 2:07.1
ymg ret
•g t uect -. ·
- rea wmner
ap e Itz - : ·
Luck's Laz Lad 2 2:06 3 2:02.4 ($33 552.00)
Brets Reville (Rev Kole - 1·54 3)
Y Y ,p,
,p,
'
·
· ·
3.) Shadow Proof (by Windshield Wiper) Bred at Two Broodmare in Ohio
3
NOTE: Scotch Banker is a /4 Brother to Warm Breeze - High Ideal - My Scotch Bret
4.) Fluid (by Windshield Wiper) 2-Year-Old in 1982

F

Second Dam .:_ MY SCOTCH BELLE
2,p, 2:02.2 3,p, 2:00 (by Scotland)

.

Dam of eleven foals -10 Winners- 3 in 2:00 8 in 2:05 10 in 2:07
1.) Scotch Jewel (by Good Time) 1:58.4 ($165,671.00) as above
2.) Record Time (by Good Time) 1:59 ($198,395.00)
3.) Smart Money (by Victory Song) 1:59.3 ($189,560.00)
4.) My Scotch Bret (by Bret Hanover) unraced due to injury
Sired 17 in 2:00 including world champion Try Scotch (1:54.3 $946.234)

CONCEPTION RATE:

-~ "1981"
"1979"
30 Mares Booked
"1980"
24 Mares Bred
"1978"
13 Mares Bred
16 Mares Bred
22 Mares in Foal
10 Mares Bred
11 Mares in Foal
14 Mares in Foal
1 Mare Aborted
5 Mares in Foal
2 Mares Aborted
14 Live Foals
21 Live Foals
5 Live Foals
9 Live Foals
• • • • • • • • • • 50% Conception Rate • • • 85% Conception Rate • • • 88% Conception Rate • • • • 91% Conception Rate • • •
1 Foal Died
2 Foafs Died
1 Foal Died
1 Foal Died
13 Year lings
19 Weanlings 82
4 Three-Yr.-Oids 82
8 Two-Yr.-Oids 82
2 Colts
8 Colts
2 Colts
6 Colts
11 Fillies
11 Fillies
2 Fillies
2 Fillies

NOTE: 5-Year Average

OFFSPRING:

"1982"
30 Mares Booked
27 Mares Bred
23 Mares in Foal
as of 12-30-82
85 Conception Rate * * * * * * *

= 90 Mares Bred with 75 Mares in Foal = 83% Conception Rate

Scotch Banker has sired 12 Foals older than TWO ••••• 5 With 1982 Race Records

I.) LUCK'S LAZY LADY 2,p, 2:06 3,p, 2:02.4 ($33,552.00)
Holds the Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes record (2:02.4)
Maine's 1981 2-year-old filly champion
Maine's 1982 3-[ear-old filly champion
2.) Lite Me's Gir 3,p, 2:05.3 ($13,665.00)
Won the Final of the 1982 M.S.B.S. 3-year-old Fillies
3.) The Banker's Son 3,p, 2:08.2 ($3,648.00)
Stakes winner in 3-year-old colt division 1982
4.) Fire Glow Scotty 3, p, 2:11
NOTE: The above four ( 4) foal represents Scotch Banker's "ENTIRE" first crop
5) Rae Lee Lucky 2,p, 2:10.4
2-year-old in 1982

• •• •• •• • • •• ••· •••·FOR THE 1983 BREEDING SEASON············· • •• •
Scotch Banker's Service Fee for Live Foal is $1,200.00
Board Charge Per Day $6.00 (Mare or Mare and Foal)
GUARANTEE: Breed your mare to Scotch Banker (1983) and if mare fails to produce a
live foal your BOARD BILL will be REFUN~ED in its ENTIRETY.
Scotch Banker's foals eligible to the Maine Standardbred Breeders Stakes And New England sulky championships

t'

For booking information: Call 207-622-9289 after 5:00 P.M.
Or Write Rae Lee Farms, P.O. Box ~' Augusta, Maine 04330
Good Luck
David Re and rlleresa E: ·Slocomb ·" · ·" ·
I ,

p
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"A Happy New Year To One And All"
From

~~~~~~~~~~

CIANCHETTE STABLE ~~~~~!m~~~~
Pittsfield, Me.
Tel. 207-487-5810

Standing At Stud

TIME
CLOCK
(Good Time - Nola Abbey)

THE
FIREBALL
(Speedy Scot - Honor Donut)

P· 2:00.4

Fee: $500

Fee: $500

SKIPPER
KN
0
X
(Meadow.Skipper - Knight Knox)

P· 2:00.4

Fee: $750

Leroy Carter

Ernie MUes

Walter Condon

"Where .ihf! f«r.m crew looks forward to serving you in 1983."

t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~-~~~~¥~Q~~~~-~~
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News and Views
Fires have plagued horsemen of
all segments of the horse business
for many years now. I was r~minded
of that again recently with the news
of the disastrous fire at Windsor
Fair Grounds. The problem never
goes away and harness racing must
learn how to protect its people, even
as some other segments of the horse
business have done.
It so happens that I was connected
with the thoroughbred horsemen's
organization,
the
Horsemen's
Benevolent
&
Protective
Association, or the HBP A as it is
more familiarly known, when it
moved to protect its members with
the
cooperation
of
track
managements in this country and
Canada.
The movement was sparked by its
national president of the time, a New
England horse owner, breeder and
leather manufacturer who had
tanneries in Ellsworth, Me. and
Salem, Mass. a very astute gentleman by the name of Irving
Gushen, who has since passed on.
Overtures were made to insurance
companies to bid for coverage of all
tracks, farms and training tracks in
this country and Canada.
It was suggested to them that they
provide the thoroughbred horsemen
with a $500,000 National Disaster
Policy,
including
a
$100,000
Deductible Clause which would
function the same as most deductible clauses work on ordinary insurance. At that point in history the
insurance companies were not inclined to take any chances on any
business, or industry, that they
didn't know much about, and they
didn't know much about horse
racing.
.
The first insurance company to
proffer a premium package bid
asked $45,000 just to cover one track
instead of, as requested, all of the
tracks, farms and training tracks in
this country and Canada. They were
informed that they weren't on target
and to come back with another bid.
They were never heard from again.
However, a relative of one of the
~~-er..r..r...o--..r~~...r...r-c

Harness Racing Needs Disaster Policy ·

Q""...r..r...r..r...,.....o-...o-...,......c:o-...r~~..c

On Friday, Dec. 17, Maine had a disaster. Fire leveled a winter barn at Windsor
Fairgrounds and all contents were lost. Twenty-six horses died in this fire and
four trainers lost everything.
. .
There is very little insurance coverage on th1s f1re.and. M.H.H.~. is requesting
help to aid these victims. Anyone who can make contributions to this worthy cause
please send them to:
.
·
·
M.H.H.A.
F1re Fund
West Po~and, Maine 04291
Bert M. Fernald, Ex. Sec'y

........................................
.
.......
.
...
UPCOMING EVENTS

Jan. 15- New England Sulky Championships, Stallion and Mare Registration.
Jan. 15- M.H.H.A. Meeting and Banquet, Augusta Civic Center.
Jan. 18- Maine Agricultural Show. Augusta Civic Center.
Jan. 26 _ Maine Harness Racin~ cOmmfssion Meeting - Civic Center Auwsta'.

~...oococccccoacooooeaaa~....oo-~..r..;CY~..r..r~

Aid For Victims
WILLIAM PEACE STABLE
Penny Pincher (Yearling)
Seminole Guy
April Show
Egyption Pharoah
Royal Flora
Ebony Braden (¥2 owner-Ray Ludwig)
J'alk Can (Owner-Ben Wheelock)
Thunder's v·alentine (yearling)

ALTON WORTH STABLE
Election Day Too
Gambletonian
Election Evening
Election Morning
Windsor Fly By
RUTH KING STABLE
Jinx Breaker
Speedy Campaigner

........................................
~

/flU

~

'&\

v·
.
C.E. Davis, Jr.

''Have Shoestt Will Travel!''

Feb. 1 - Maine Stallion Registration.
Feb. 5- New Hampshire Awards Banquet and Ball- Highway Hotel- Concord.
Feb. 15 - Maine Breeders Stakes. TWo and Three Year Old Continuations

and banquet, Happy Jack's - Lewiston.

·

RODNEY GRADY STABLE
Slam Bid (Pietro Vilante-owner)
DAVID NELSON STABLE
Big Drink (Owner-Bill Unsworth)
Speezio
Unstable Cindy (Owner-Frank Lathe) Lucky Pebble
C.E. Hooker (Owner-Paul Lappell)
Lima Bean (Owner-Ron Defazio)
Loganville (Owner-Pietro Vilante)
Bo Bo Jay (Owner-Thomas Nikitas)
Morning News (Owner Pietro Vilante) Saucy Jack
Total Horses Lost - 26

Jan. 31 - S.O.A.N.E. Banquet and Ball Dimitri's Red Snapper - Foxboro.

BLACKSMITH
Box 358 Cumberland Center, Me. TeL 207-829-5381
'

Feb. 28

By TOM SHEHAN

assessing the tracks.
Here again I have to depend upon
my memory, but I don't believe that
any one track originally had to get
up as much as $5,000 as its
assessment, and there were many
tracks whose assessments were only
$300-$400 each. The formula used
was based on the gross handle of the
tracks during that year and the cost
was spread very thin because of the
number of tracks participating.
There was, of course, a limit
placed on how much a horseman
could obtain from the fund.
Remember, the idea was to break
their financial fall, or loss, not to
subsidize it. They were compensated
for the loss of tack or equipment, but
there was a limit. And the appraisal
system worked out was a fair one
with horsemen sitting in judgement
on the cla i.ms of their fellow barsemen as to how much they had
The aftermath of the Rockingham tragedy
invested in tack in proportion to the
number of horses they had
track owners in Maryland was in the $40,000. Some differences. from the registered at the meeting.. There
insurance business and the idea first bid?
was also a definite limit on the
offered a challenge to him. It took
What's more, the combine of the compensation given for the loss of a
him a little time, but eventually the Maryland insurance broker and horse, regardless of his owner's idea
HBPA made a deal with him as a Lloyds' escaped without serious loss of the value of the animal, or his
broker for Lloyd's of London, the for the duration of that contract. It racing achievements. Remember,
world-famous
insurance
con- didn't make any money for the first the plan was only supposed to break
·sortium. When it is appropriate in two or three years of that policy, the fall, not pay for it! . ·
~
terms of what it can contribute_ to because of start-up costs, but Such a plan, of course, has to have
harness racing problems I will tell eventually it did.
national backing to make it go. I
you the story of how Lou Smith of
That must be more than 30 years doubt if the United States Trotting
Rockingham Park put together a ago now and the $500,000 National Association would take on any chore
package deal for jockey insurance Disast~r Policy ~s still in effect. ~ike this, for reasons that I won't go
earlier than that which is still in- There IS no questiOn but what har- Into here, but a combination made
force now after almost forty years ness racing needs something up of Harness Tracks of America
with the same insurance con- similar, but the only way · that the and
·H arness · Horsemen
Insortium, but that's another story and industry is going to get it is for the ternational might be persuaded to do
has no relevancy here except as a Harness Horsemen International, to so if somebody could put the comcommentary on how unimaginative, lead the fight for it.
bination together.
and not at all speculative, the
I suspect that right away the
It will be interesting to watch to
American insurance companies ayerage racetra~k management will ~ee if ~e have that kind of leadership
were by contrast.
discourage the Idea, the thorough- In the Industry. Think about it. The
Those insurance gamblers known bred tracks did originally, but they ,need for such a plan becomes obas Lloyd's of London really took a ·eventually became sold on it. The ;vious with the frequency with which
flyer on jockey insurance. They did premiums, of course, exceed that !fires break out within the structure
the same on the HBP A's $500,000 $40,000 yearly fee now, but I don't of harness racing. It_has worked for
National Disaster Policy. And won have any idea what they are, and the thoroughbred industry and there
on both!
~
have made no attempt to find out. is no reason why it can't be
The price of that first package, if The money to take care of those programmed for harness racing.
memory serves me correctly, was premiums
was
obtained
by 'Nuff said:

Fire At Windsor Fairgrounds

Feb. 19 - M.S.B.O.A. meeting
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. Best Breeding Value!

BESTJEFFREY

- p. 2, 2:00.3£ 3, 1:59.1£ 4, 1:57.4

$190,000.

,1

' j

By Early Speed Sire

Best Of All

I,
I

'
:

Good Time - Besta Hanover

:

:

Sired Over 90 2:00 Performers- Leading % Sire In New Jersey

=

-

Producing Dam

Shadydale.Frisky

I

I

Of Nine Live Foals

1
:

by Airliner Sired 434 Pacers 56 In 2:oo _

27lln 2:05

I
I
I

1 In 2:00 - 4 In 2:05
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Best Jeffrey- Gaelic Waltz (Mt. Eden N.-Whirler) filly foaled 4/19/82.

This Classy Filly Is The Result Of One Test Breeding In 1981
Lavish Acres
"One of the best breeding and boarding facilities in New England".

Greene, Maine
Introductory Stud Fee: s500. (Live Foal)
Board Rate: '5/Day - Quality Care

VISITORS WELCOME!

,·,Dirrcfons: R~ 202 North -7 Miles From Lewiston Raceway Gate. Watch For Farm Sign On Left
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The Maine Circuit
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By LEE ALLEN
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Broodmare
of the Month
Lisa Medium

By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
Judging horses is not so simple as
it seems. Take Lisa Medium as an
example. She, along with Beauty
Song were the pair of foundation
mares upon which Dr. Anthony
Dibiaso developed his stable. Lisa is
out of an old Abben mare, and the
second dam springs from a breeding
which could not be proven. Thus
Lisa Medium, and indeed all of her
colts as they were foaled were listed
as Non-Standard.
But in this time when breeders are
desperate for trotters, how many
mares have produced five colts, two
by Speedy Count, and three by
Ayres. IndP-ed but for fortune Lisa
Medium may well have become a
legendary New England producer of
trotters.
A foal of 1961 this daughter of
It's Big Hugh iD front again to give him a top Al-Var rating. Paul Perry's pacer bas been tenific aU season.
Mighty Medium trotted throughout
The Andover Story, the first Maine
B.~. 's High Note was the most other weeks for 12 points. Warren the region until she was eight. S~e
Al-Var Pacer of the Year in 1980, consistent trotter on the Maine Strout was runnerup with eight won at Cumberland when they still
tied with Big Hugh for Pacer of the Circuit during the past season and points.
paid $400 purses and trotted
Year in 1982. Each picked up eight earned Trotter of the Year honors.
The top Al-Var performance of the Preferred at Hinsdale. when s~e
points during the course of the The three-year-old daughter of year for a pacer was turned in by My toured t~e New ~ampshire track In
Maine racing season.
Texas was Al-Var Trotter of the Bill Forwood when he won the 2:06.4. Lisa Medium was part of the
Horses earn two points each time Week five times for a total of 10 President's Pace at Scarborough reperto~re company which included
they win Pacer or Trotter of the points. Auntie Teen, who dominated Downs in 1:58.4. That ·g ave him a 125 other.s hke Jerseytown, Lena Faber,
Week honors and one point if they the Lewiston spring meet, was Al-Var speed rating, only one point Teenie. Sue, a~d Susan. Star. She
share the title with another horse.
runnerup with eight points.
under the all-time Maine record trotted In the winter, and In the mud,
The Andover Story, who paced
B.B. 's High Note, who is owned, which he shares with Jetlite
and was always ready for the
Maine's first ever sub two-minute trained and driven by Paul Battis,
The top Al-Var performa~ce by a R~chester . Fair .. As a matte~ .of
mile in 1981, opened the 1982 cam- reached 89 on the Al-Var speed trotter was turned in by Hickory pride, she JU~t misse~ a_n u!lofficial
paign at Lewiston where he was the scale, an excellent mark for a three- Blitz who reached 93 on the Al-Var world record In a 1 IAlinvitatlonal, an
dominant pacer. He moved on to year trotter.
speed scale. The all-time Maine event her top daughter would subFoxboro where he took a new
Walter Case Jr., who made record is 112 held by Bee Sting
sequently win.
lifetime mark of 1:58.2. He returned national headlines during the 1982
Past Al-Var pacers of the· Year Fifteen years ago this race horse
to Maine for all the big races at season as he battled Herve Filion for were The Andover Story in 1980 and earned $4,000 a year, rarely missing
Scarborough Downs and was Al-Var the driving championship, smashed Another Blaze in 1981.
a check.
Pacer of the Week four times.
the record for most points ever by a
Past Al-Var Trotters of the Year Riggedy Jig was her first colt. He
A five-year-old son of Honest Maine driver. He was a runaway were To Ri Buck in 1980 and Slick started slowly, eventually earned
Story, The Andover Story is owned winner for Al-Var Driver of the Year Bet in 1981.
$8,000 in Maine and was ready for
by John E. March of Bridgton. Don honors.
Past Al-Var Drivers of the Year top class racing. This son of Speedy
Richards is the trainer-driver.
Casey was Driver of the Week a were Billy Parker in poth 1980 and Count was sold into a family feud,
Big Hugh, who paced Maine's r.ecord 10 times and shared the honor 1981. This is the first year for Al-Var was tied up in court and never raced
first sub two-minute mile of 1982, five other weeks. He earned 25 Trainer of the Year.
again. Instead of a $50,000 son, Lisa
competed in most of Maine's big points during the ~eason. The ?ld Highest Al-Var speed ratings for Me~~um's fi:r~st colt's career was
races. He was Maine Pacer of the record was 19, set m 1981 by Billy pacers were Jetlite (126) in 1980 and artifically short.
Week four times and set new track Parker.
My Bill Forwood (126) in 1981.
Next came Auntie Teen, a high
records at Fryeburg and CumPaul Battis was runnerup driver Highest Al-Var speed ratings for stepping daughter of Ayres. Teenie
berland.
with 12 points.
trotters were Summer Duke ( 110) in proved she could streak wins
A seven-year-o~d son of Jolly
It was a .great. season fo~ Battis, 1980 and Bee Sting (112) in 1981.
together,. but she didn't make the
Roger, Big Hugh IS owned by Paul who raced In Maine the entire year.
Next month we'll take a look at races until she was an aged mare, so
G. Perry and Patricia D. Perry of He was Al-Var Trainer of the Year, the Al-Var m~thod of handicapping . though the daughter of Ayres could
HaJ?pstead, N.H. Pa~l Perry is the r~nnerup for Driver of the Year and an~ how Al-Var speed and pace trot, no one of importance noted ..
trainer. Paul Battis, Freeman his hor.se was Trot~er of the Year.
ratings show what kind of cr.ndition
Sweet Lollypop was something
Parker and Walter Case Jr. were his . Bat.bs was Trainer of the Week a horse is in and whether or not he is else. She '!as part of a talented
Maine drivers.
five times and shared the honor two improving or going down hill
group of Maine stakes trotters. After
··
·
two seasons of competition Lollypop
proved the best. Later at
Rockingham she established an
unprecedented streak of wins. Then
she was shipped to the Big Apple,
and was never the same again.
So enthusiastic was Norman
Dauplaise about Lollypop he insisted
she be bred to Speedy Rodney, the
sire of Green Speed.
Polly Flinders and Mother Eve
followed, and though each trotted,
neither could find luck enough to
catch fire at the right moment.
So the verdict on Lisa Medium
remains open. There is too much
promise for her to be ignored, but
too many disappointments for her to
be beautified. In the end this NonStandard mare must be vindicated
through her daughters.
Years from now, when Sweet
Lollypop, Auntie Teen, Polly Flinders, and Mother Eve have
delivered their last trotting colt,
then perhaps breeders will pause to
note the contribution of Lisa
ed m.
,
-- - ·- -~... . .
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A BRAND NEW YEAR AND A ...

-FELLA

A
(Precious Fella- Brand New)

p,3, 1 :54.3
$527,025

Brand New Falla is the fourth generation in what
we believe is the sport's finest male breeding
line of Meadow Skipper p, 3, 1 :65.1, Most Happy
Fell a p, 3, T1 :56, Precious Fell a p, 3, T1 :56
and Brand New Falla p, 3, 1:64.3.
Brand New Falla will stand for $3,000.

North~ast

Personality Profile

ON THE RAIL

by

Harness News
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Dr. An.thony DiBiaso

PHIL PINES

Another Record For "Willie"
Remember when people used to anything ever compare?
say: "What this world needs is a
Yup.
good five cent cigar!" I guess people Take, for instance, that day in
stopped saying that when cigars Hamline, at the Minnesota State
went up tp ten cents.
F~ir back in 1906. The Saturday
So now we've got another favorite after Labor Day, wasn't it? The
s~ying: "What this world needs is a turnstiles counted 93,199 paid adbig sports hero, someone we can missions and management tossed in
look up to; someone who is big and another 7,000 or so as having come
strong; someone we would all like to over or under the fences plus the
be ourselves."
freebies. Whatever the final numHow about a horse?
ber, it was a mob. Most of them
A harness horse of course.
came from Minneapolis and St. Paul
Certainly we'd have to look up to and, if you can imagine such a thing,
him. And he'd be big and strong. But the majority arrived by street car!
it's doubtful that any one of us would They packed the immense grandprefer to be one.
stand, bleachers, lawns, quarHarness racing does have a hero terstretch, and the infield. They all
of sorts nowadays. Writers call him showed up, every last one of them, to
indestructible. The fans root for him see a super sports hero, the likes of
wherever he goes. And the bettors which no one had ever seen before.
usually love him because he has won Or, maybe since.
so many races. Fact is, Rambling
Dan Patch.
Willie won his 120th race the other
The elegant, mahogany color
day, the last Sunday of the year, at pacer was at the state fair for a
Maywood Park near Chicago. That's couple of reasons: to bring in the
an American record that qualifies crowds and to go for a new worlds
Will for sports hero status. Old record. He batted .500. Dan brought
"indestructible"- he celebrated his in the people all right. But the crowd
13th birthday on January 1 - is was so large it spilled over on the
headed for another record, too, in track and a channel had to be opened
1983. If Bob Farrington can earn through them to allow the horse to
about $40,000 with the pacer, he'll be pass. However, officials finally
the biggest breadwinner, also.
cleared the track, Dan Patch went
In the meantime, over in the around it in 1:56% - good time but
running horse camp, there were not a world record. He set that the
more records being broken that following Saturday when 50,000
same day. In California, at Santa people returned to watch their
Anita, 69,293 people decided to get champion have a second go at it.
some sunshine and packed the place,
They were all pretty excited. The
shoving $8,186,508 through the pari pacer's driver, Harry llersey, was
mutuel windows. Big numbers for carried to the winner's circle on the
both kinds of horse racing. Ram- shoulders of the throng who would
bling Willie making it big in wins have picked up Dan Patch, too, but
and winnings, the Thoroughbreds he was one sports hero they couldn't
with bodies and betting. Could get off the ground.

Dr. DiBiaso and Lily Frost (MountaiD Skipper- Katie Frost) after a trottlq mOe
at the Cornish Fairgrounds.
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
All the artifacts of racing have
changed. Race . times h~ve been
compressed to fit neat~y In a 2:00
box, tracks have. shriveled, and
sprouted anew as giant grandstands
with pennants flying 8 floors ~bove
the tarmac, horses are quicker,
more refined, and yesterday's
hero's are collecting Social Security
checks.
But occasionally fleeting images
of a former times appear. A slower
pace, a tempered outlook, enjoyment of the sport, not just to
make money, but for the sheer
pleasure of watching a gifted trotter
perform.
When Tony DiBiaso was young,
Cornish was a veritable hotbed of
racing. Cornish Fair was a regular
stop in the Maine circu!rt, and many
_stars, both equine and human trace
to Western Maine roots. Now, years
later Dr. DiBiaso can take you back
with just a glanc€.
The Doctor remains in general
practice , an arch type country
doctor, confident, sympathetic, and
dedicated. Over the years little has
changed. He embodies the flair of
old time racing as well. Dr. DiBiaso
is now one of a vanishing breed of
.
·
.
racing owners. Now trotting shares
are traded like stock, Dr. DiBiaso
has his colts out behind the house so
he and his wife JustiJ?-e can be near.
He end~res the vaganes of the sport,
grumbling at r~ce. secretaries,
annoyed that. a _P~ICe Increased and
th~t purses dimiJ?-I~hed, bu~ pays the
price ~nyway, will~ngly. Like many
old time enthusiasts, he tends
toward t~ot.ters.
Dr. DIBiaso has had his good
hor~es, most notably Peter ~ood, a
$12:J,000 trotter. who .earn~d h1s way
well before . Inilatwn Jaded the
curre_ncy. This man was tested not
br his .top colts, but through his
disappointments. Tony and Justine
have shoulde~ed more than their fair
share of racing hard luck, always

facing the next season with heads
raised high.
Somehow Tony sends a colt to the
races each spring. Most trot, even
daughters of Mountain Skipper who
were bred to pace. But fo~ the
DiBiaso stable fulfillment has
always seemed' an injury away.
Sweet Lollypop moved to the top of
the trotting list in New England only
to strip her gears in New York.
Maggie Frost caught fire just at
the end of the stakes season but died
rounding the final turn at Lewiston
Raceway a few weeks later.
Mother Eve was injured in a freak
trucking accident as she approached
two year old qualifying standards.
Adam Scott D developed a rare
throat infection between seasons,
after he proved he was the fastest
two year old trotter in Maine. .
.
But _rather t~a!l wallowing In
ha~dship,_ the DIBiasos thoroughly
enJOY ~hen: horse.s.
.
Racing IS a microco~~ of hfe. As
one ~f. the few remain~ng general
prac~Ih_one,rs Dr. J?.B. IS a~are of
the limitations of his professl(~n. He
has accepted the cycles of racing as
well.
.
.
. ·
The racing stable IS a forged link
in the relationship between the
DiBiaso's, there is a true sense of
partnership. Justine clocks the colts
sets the schedule and oversees th~
day to day chores. Tony offers
general leadership and is the
emotional wellspring of the stable.
It is just this enthusiastic, all
encompassing, involvement which is
missing in new owners.
When urbanization threatened the
Cornish fairgrounds. Dr. D.B.
brought the property and preserved
its status as an equine refuge. And
when there is need for guidance of
example in this complex, often
disappointing sport, there is no
better source of information, understanding and comfort than an old
country doctor loves to dabble in
trotters.

Equine Course Offering

Farrlqtoa Ia the laome stretch at Foxboro lD

~-1.

The ~ocheste:r: Equine Clinic and
staff .Is offerin.g a . continuing
educ.a~Ion courS\! In equine surgery,
med1c1ne, lameness, and obstetrics
for the layperson.
The c~urse ill consist of six twohour. slide, .lecture, and demonstra~1on st:sstons -at the Rochester
Equine Clinic .. These will be held
every Weanesday evening from 7: oo

p.m.-9:00 p.m. from February 23,
1983 throl;lgh. March 30, 1983. The
course Will Include hospital case
discussion, therapeutic swimming,
and surgery demonstrations.
A fee of $34.00, payable to the
Rochester Equine Clinic, will be due
at or before the first session. Preregistration
is
required,
as
enrollment is limited.
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p, 3, 1 :59.4f; 1 :57.3; TT 1 :55.2 ($321,224)
ALBATROSS-HER LADY-ADIOS HARRY
If you're looking for a sire that
could put you in the winner's circle,
take a long hard look· at HO~D.
His sire is the incomparable ALBATIOSS. And his dam, HER LADY p, 3,
2:01.3f, by·world champion ADIOS
HARRY p, 4, 1:55 has produced four
two-minute horses including: BIG A
p, 4, 1:57.3 ($.110,917), now standing
at stud in Det.Nare; HER LADY BIRD
p, 3, 1:57.4 ($38,277), and HER LADY
HANOVER p, 3, 1:58.1 ($46,563).

HOLLAND, an iron tough racehorse and a stakes winner, has eamings of over $300,000. He has paced
78 mites under 2:00 and has 37 lifetime wins. In the last start of his career,
he time trialed for Joe O'Brien at The
Red Mile in 1:55.2, the last three quarters in 1:25.1, the last half in 57.2.
This will be HOLLAND'S second
season at stud. Last year.t'le was bred

to 97 mares. Naturally his foals are eligible to the rich New York Sire Stakes.
And with all he has going for him, his
stud fee is still only $1,500.
If you're searching for the right
stallion for your mare, take a good
look at HOLLAND. You won't have to
look any further.

n

1983 FEE
$1,500

2, 2:03.4; 3,1:57 ($276,201 +)
SONGCAN-GOLDEN HUSnE-SPIKE HANOVER
"For the past several years, SONGCAN
has dominated the New York Sire Stakes.
There's no reason why HOT BLOODED, his
fastest son, won't do the same. His record
speaks for itself. He has a two year old race
mark of 2:03.4, a three year old race mark of
1:57 and has nearly $300,000 on his card. He
has raced against and beaten some of the best
trotters in the country. And at $1,200 ... YOU

HAVE TO BREED TO HIM:'
Percy Davis

1983 INTRODUCTORY FEE
$1,200

NOITHSOMG FAilMS, INC.,

GR£ENWICH, NEW YORk 11114 (511) 691-9661

ltOD MciRilN, Pres.

JACk DY£1. Ph.D., Gen. Msr.
I
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1983 DRIVING CHAMPIONSHIP CONTENDERS
Walter Case Jr.

Herve Filion

U.S.T.A. News

Eddie Davis

JERRY CONNORS

COLUMBUS, Ohio- Herve Filion
annexed his 12th North American
Dash Winning Championship last
week, as he has opened up considerable ground on his nearest
challenger, Walter Case, Jr.
In figures compiled by the USTA
through Dec. 26th, Filion had
recorded 434 wins, with Case's total
470. Going into last week, Filion had
only a 4 win cushion on his 21-yearold rival, but the "Flying Frenchman" came through with 12
victories for the week, including five
on Thursday, while Case could
manage but two.
Case had led Filion by a slim
margin throughout most of the
season, with Case winning almost all
his races in his native Maine. But the
season in Maine closed early in
December, and Filion easily made
up the difference and began to pull
away by doing double duty- racing
at Freehold (N.J.) in the afternoon
and Yonkers (N.Y.) at night.
The 42-year-old Filion, a member
of harness racing's Hall of Fame,
won his first North American dash
winning title in 1968 and has
dominated the statistics since then.
The native of Angers, Quebec has
won 8,440 races lifetime, more than
3,000 ahead of his nearest rival,
Carmine Abbatiello.

Walter Case Jr. (left) Herve Filion (center) and Eddie Davis (right) at Liberty Bell Park before the "Challenge of
Champions" on closing night. Filion was the final winner of the 1982 National Driving-Title.

r~~~t~il"".fi A
OF
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AMERICA, INC.

Update On Medication Issue
By STAN BERGSTEIN H. T .A.
Hearings and meetings on the all- of Michigan, chairman of the subimportant issue of medication and committee on criminal justice of the
who is going to control it- the states House Judiciary Committee, who
or the federal government - con- has not heard racing's side of the
tinued last week in Washington. issue, does not seem particularly
Some interesting developments interested in hearing it, apparently
resulted.
has made up his mind irreversibly,
Harness racing emerged with a· and was determined last week to
solid front: Harness Tracks of report out of his subcommittee HR
America, Harness Horsemen In- 2331, which would place control of
ternational and the United States racing medication in federal hands.
Trotting Association all supporting He did not succeed, since other
the National Association of State members of his subcommittee apRacing Commissioners guidelines parently feel racing is entitled to its
which call, in effect, for no race day day in court, or Congress, before
Lasix, minimal tra~e levels of Bute, having federal legislation imposed
and as a practical matter no upon it. The other members of the
medication of a horse in to race for seven-man subcommittee, by party,
48 hours prior to race time. Support are Conyers' fellow Democrats
for the guidelines also has been George Crockett of Michigan, Don
voiced by the Thoroughbred Racing Edwards of California and John
Associations (TRA)., th~ ~merican Seib.e rling of Ohio, and Republican
Quarter Horse Association, the minority members Bill McCollum of
Jockey Club, the Jockeys' Guild, and Florida, James Sensenbrenner of
the Thoroughbred Owners and Wisconsin and Clay Shaw of Florida.
Breeders Association. Opposing the
With Congress adjourning it is not
guidelines w~re th~ HorseJ!le?'S certain where the bill will go ~ext
Benevolent & Protective Association session or even who the committee
~HBPA), the Pacific Coast Quarter and subcommittee chairmen will be.
Horse Racing Association and the If Conyers remains in criminal
Kentucky Thor?ughbred ~wners justice, it seems very lik~ly th~t
and Breeders. Somewhere In the there will be new heanngs 1n
middle o~ the road ~as the A~.erican January or February, and also
Association of Equine Practitioners, likely that racing will be heard. If a
which has reservations about the compromise position of some kind is
guidelines, concern about "the not struck by that time, either with a
capability to make them stand", and moratoriutn on medication pending
a tendency to "do what the industry further research or other options
decides."
still open to negotiation · between
Ready to decide for the industry, thoroughbred horsemen and those
however, is Rep. John Conyers (D ), favoring the NASRC guidelines, the
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battle will continue.
It would be a mistake for those
concerned about racing's welfare to
attribute all the problems to
Conyers' cavalier treatment of the
hearings, or to Marc Paulhus of the
Humane Society, who intentially or
otherwise conveys the impression
that all of us in racing are shady or
evil. There are thousands of people
in this business more concerned
about horses and their welfare than
Mart2 Paulhus or John Conyers.
The real issue is not whether Lasix
works for bleeders or even if it
masks or dilutes the use of drugs and
other prohibited substances which
'
many feel it does and an issue on
which scientists disagree. The real
issue .is whether one medication of
questionable
value
and
unquestionable risk should be
allowed to ruin the public perception
of racing .and its participants all
over America.

One of the ironies of HBPA's
adroi_t and suc~ess~ul lobbying is
that It has stymied Implemetnation
of the NASRC guidelines by the very
co~missions that adopted them as
t~e1r code, despite the fact that most
of the mayor associations in racing
endorse them.
It will be even more ironic if the
horsemen and racing commissions
who now spurn the guidelines wind
up winning this round and then are
forced to accept the guidelines in the
form of federal regulation and
control. They all will wind up with no
medication in ~he en<;t, unle~s their
g~mbJe and their confidence In some
still-silent ally proves correct down
the road. It is a risky route to travel.
HBP A spokesmen last week said
they thought about 280 0 of thoroughbreds were confirmed bleeders·
some veterinary sources said so;>
might be a more realistic figure.
Either way, it's a high price for the
many to pay for the few.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~··~~·~~·

"New England Sulky Championships."
IMPORTANT NOTICE
If you purchased a yearling privately, at the Maine Sales, or at the Riverslea
Farm Auction, and you want to keep it eligible to the New England Sire Stakes in
1983, plus the New England Sulky Championships in 1984; we need the following in·
formation:
1. Name of yearling
2. Yearling's Sire and Dam

-----

3. New Owner's Name And Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------==- -·~-~.·.

·-·--

r.

- ~ ·-· -~.,~-------------

Don't miss out on the final year of New England Sire Stakes racing or the first
year of the New England Sulky Championships. The yearling you bought could be
one of New England's best. So sead the required informati81l today. Oaly yearlings
sired by a stallion registered for the New England Sire Stakes are eligible.
N.E.S.B.O.A.

27 Gina Drive

Rochester, N.H. 03887
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M~il~~ ~1r ~~ID~IMIDr3Lfi~ID IDLfi~~ID~Lfi~ ~1r ~~rn~

STALLION
REGISTRATION
Due
February
I, 1983
Breeding Season Ending July 1983 Registration Fee . . . $25.00
MAINE HARNESS RACING COMMISSION RULE 1, SECTION 32, PARAGRAPHS requires in p.rt, that "All persons standing a stallion in Maine, register said stallion with the Commission prior to February 1st of the breeding
season."
All colts eligible to the Maine Breeders Stake races beginning as two year olds in 1982 and subsequeut years, must
have been sired by a stallion registered with the Commission at the time of breeding. (2)
I/WE HEREBY MAKE APPLICATION FOR STALUON REGISTRATIONS TO THE MAINE STANDARDBRED
BREEDERS STAKE, covering the breeding season ending July 1983.
Name~Stall~

YearFoa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

SIR~------------------------------ DAM~----------------~-- Standing At - -

Name of

O~er/Lesse

Addres~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

I hereby certify the above stallion will stand the fulll983 season at the above location and will not be moved during
the breeding season without written notification to the Maine Harness Racing Commission.
DAT~--------------------------------

OWNER/LESSEE

ADDRES~-----------------------------------------------------------------

A $25.00 fee must accompany this application. Make checks payable to: Maine State Rerness Racing Commission
- Statehouse Station 28, Augusta, Me. 04333.

r··---------M~fi~~--····~~~~rn)ZIStfliDilltflt~®·········
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ESTIMATED PURSES

•

No. 10 And 11
NO. 10 FOR 3 YEAR OLDS 1983
NO. 11 FOR 2 YEARS OLDS 1983

FOR TROTTERS AND PACERS

Mt

ELIGIBILITY

Two and Three Year Old nominees sired by an eligible stallion registered with the Commission, that stood the full season of service, February 1st through July 1st, during which time
the dam was bred to produce such foal.
• PURSE DISTRIBUTION

RACING CONDITIONS:

All races will be one mile.
50%-25%-12%-8%-5%
5 starters or more Starters will decl~re in at the same time as is the practice for overnight events.
50%-25%-15%-10%
4 starters
More than 12 entnes to any event must be split into two or more divisions with no more
60%-30%-10%
3 starters
than 12 entries in each event.
65%-35%
2 starters
The Race Secretary must divide two and three year old pacing events by sex.
100%
walkover
No horse will be eligible to start unless it shows at least one satisfactory performance line
Three Year Old eligibles will race for 60% of the total amount available under Title 8, of 2:30 or better on gait.
Chapter 11, Section 4, ss 274 M.R.S.A. This fund will be divided among three divisions: 3 The final shall be the last event contested in the racing season for each Division and shall
be limited to eight starters selected in accordance with Maine Harness Racing Commission
Year Old Pacing Colts, 3 Year Old Pacing Fillies, 3 Year Old Trotters.
Rule 1, Section 32 Paragraph D.
Two. Year Olds will race for 40% of the total amount available under Title 8, Chapter 11, In the event circumstan~~s prevent the racing of any or all events, monies will be pro-rated
Section 4, ss 274 M.R.S.A. The fund will be divided among three divisions: Maine-sired 2 among the owners of ehg1bles for the uncontested event or events at the time of declaring
Year Old Pacing Colts, Maine-sired 2 Year Old Pacing Fillies, all eligible 2 Year Old off.
Trotters.
NOMINATION FORM
Nsme of Entry

Age

Cotor-SelC

Owner's name & Address

Dam

Sire

.

.

Entered by

MAKE CHECKS PAY ABLE TO:
Maine State Harness Racing Commission
State House Station 28
Augusta, Maine 04333

Continuation Fees Due Feb. 15
2 Years Olds $10.00
3 Year Olds $25.00
Sustaining fee due May 15
2 Year Olds 25.00
3 Year Olds $35.00

Starting fee due at declaration
2 Year Olds $25.00
3 Year Olds $35.00

1

Final
$50.00
$75.00

(owner or agent)

•

~·····································································································································································
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····················RIVERSLEA FARM···················
Wishes A Happy And Prosperous New Year .To All!
The Best Method To Prepare For This
... in 1983 Breed To -

PEANUT GALLERY p.l:58.2
.1'

I!.'
!.

~~

His sire Meadow Skipper is the leading sire of all 2:00 performers - the first standardbred to sire the winners of $5,000,000 in a single season - The first standardbred to
sire two hundred 2:00 performers and a world's or season's champion each year raced!
Add to this... His Dam, Drama Girl, a produc~t of the Golden Cross, out of the Tar Heel
Mare Lantana and By the Adios' Sire, Lehigh Hanover, who has the following production
record.... '69 Miss Broadway p. 2, 2:05.h 3, 2:04h (Meadow Skipper) Dam of: Vaudeville p. 2, 2:03.2h, 1:58.1;
'73
'74
'75
'77
'78
'81

Shubert Alley p. 3, 2:03h 5, 2:00.2; Matinee Idol p. 2, 2:03.2 3, 1:57.4 - '82.
Scene Stealer p. 2, 2:08.4h p. 3, 2:00.2 (Meadow Skipper) Dame of: Curtain Closer p. 2, 1:58.2.
Old Vic p. 2, 2:02 6, 2:00.4 (Meadow Skipper)
Peanut Gallery p. 1:58.2 (Meadow Skipper)
Gallery's Brother p. 3, 2:02 4, 2:00-'82 (Albatross)
Country Playhouse p. 3, 2:01.3 4, 1:58.4 - '82 (Albatross)
Windy Girl (A coming two-year-old by Windshield Wiper)

This stallion will stand at the COLBURN FARM in East Lebanon, ~Iaine for a fee of $750.
This farm will also feature the Riverslea Stallions:

MANDATE

FLYING TACKLE

(Romeo Hanover-Blithe Spir!t) Fee: $600.

(Flying Bret-Hattie Barmin) Fee: $400.

and the Royally Bred Trotter

JOB .
(Star's Pride-Hustle) Fee: $600.

We Offer Broodmares For Sale Or Lease -

,

Plus Well Bred Young Stock Is Always Available.
Contact: Wallace Tefft, Owner,

Box 315 Epping, N.H. 03042

603-679-5084 or 603-679- 5154.

n--- . ,..

. . . ,. .

. ·..

•
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•

...

~
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"Take the most dominant male line in the world, combine it with a
maternal family that explodes with championship speed, and you get ....... ''

JOVIAL FELLA

(p.l:57.2)

Sire: MOST HAPPY FELLA by Meadow Skipper - A world ~hampion winner of $428,020 with 239 in 2:00. Including Ghenghis Khan - 1:51.4; Falcoln Almahurst - 1:52.2,
Tender Loving Care 1:52.4 and Windshield Wiper - 1:53.2. His 1982 performers include: Toy Poodle - 1:53.4; Leopard - 1:54.1; Cam Fella - 1:54 (1982 Horse of the
Year); Livingston County ·- 1:57.3; Most Happy Mare - 1:58.4; Stretch Pants - 1:57.2
Dam: LADY LUNKEN by Goose Bay - Has produced Battling Brad - p. 1:55.2, Most
Luck - p. 1:57.2; Lady Kacne 2:03.4; etc. She is also the Grand Dam of Merger p. 2
1:53.3 recently syndicated and her yearling filly, Brad's Sister sold at a recent sale for ·
$130,000.

•
Jovial Fella in the winner's circle at the Meadowlands after eompleting a mlle In 1:57.2 with Bill O'Donnell driving for owner Dr. Savran.

Jovial Fella Is A Great Breeding Bargain!
1983 Fee: $600. Live Foal.
Limited Bookings To Approved Mares
Foals Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes and
New England Sulky Champi~nships.

Contact: Lunar Farm
225 Lowell St.
Carlisle, Mass.
... ·6 f·

.. ~ . ,. .

. ·... 6 7- 9-

,

...

.
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New England Sulky Championships
I
...

Yearling Nomination Form for foals of 1982 sired by a stallion

re~istered

for the N.E. Sire Stakes.

.I
I

Due May 15, 1983 Fee $25
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Owner's Name

Sire and Dam

Yearling Name

I
I
I

I
I
4·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2.

3.

5.
6.

(

I

l

t

a

I
I

~

I

m

~~u~A~Mh~ruo~u~------~----~--------------------------~1

-------------------------------------1
------------------------11
~---------------------------------------------~----------New England Sulky.Championships
Stallion Re~istration Form (1983 Breeding Season)
Due Jan. 15, 1983 Fee - $50 Per Horse
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
Sire And Dam

Stallion Name

Farm Where Standing

l·--------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. ________________________________________________________~~----~---------------------------------------

3·----------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------

4· --------------~----------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------

5·--------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------

6·--------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------7·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------8. ______________________________________________________________________________________________
9.
IO. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature And Address Of Owner Or Lessee

-------·
1
t-

~

I
I

--~
---------~~-~------------~~----1
- ---------~-~------

New England Sulky Championships
Mare Registration Form (1983 Breeding Season)

.

I

~

I
Make checks payable to N.E.S.B.O.A. Mail to 27 Gina Drive, Rochester, N.H. 03867.
I
I Mare Name
Sire And Dam
State Being Bred In
I
I I.
II
I 2·------------------~~------------------------------------------------------------------------~
I 3·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 4·----------------------------------~--------------~---------------------------------
l 6.5·----------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------___________________________________________________________________________________________________
Due Jan. 15, 1983 Fee - $15 Per Mare

7·----------------------------------------------~------------------------·-----------------------------

l 8.------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------
l 9. --------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------

1 IO.~
· ~--~------~--~---------------------------------------------------------------------~
I
Signature And Address Of Owner Or Lessee - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

I

Notice! Any mares purchased alter Jan. 15 may also be registered lor the New England

L~~:~~~~:::~~=~~::~~~:~~~~:~---------~-------------------~

Future forms and payment notices wni appear in this paper at least one month prior to being due. Be aware, the burden of remembering to make payments for
this program is yours. No late p~yments will be accepted. U you have any questions that remain unanswered, feel free to call Rick MOler at 603-332-8976, but
please call during office hours of 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. only.
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
27 Gina Drive
Rochester, N.H. 03867
Dr. Albert Grass, President
Rick Miller, Executive Secretary
Dana CbUds, Vice President

.,.

--- "'"
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Tufts University School of Veterinary Medicine welcomes the standardbred stallion

CAVALCADE

p. 1:57.3

The bay son of MEADOW SKIPPER, out of the producing mare GOLDEN MISS owned presently by
MEADOW BROOK FARM will stand the 1983 breeding season at the large animal hospital in Grafton,
Massachusetts for an introductory fee of $1000. Cavalcade's foals will be eligible to the Mass. Sire Stakes
and the New England sulky championships. Revenue from stud service will be used to support equine
research at Tufts. _
This concept also offers mares with reproductive problems the opportunity for detailed clinical
veterinary attention, with the resultant information shared for the benefit of the total industry.

CAvALCADE p. 2, TT2:01; 3, 1:57.3

MALE LINE
By MEADOW SKIPPER p, 2, 1:59.4; 3, 1:55.1 ($428,020). World Champion. A 2:00 performer at 2, 3, 4, a~d 5. At two, winner Challenge S. At three, winner Cane Futurity,
Challenge S., Poplar Hill Farm S., Spring SophomoreS.; second in Little Brown Jug. As
aged, winner American Classics (1lf4 miles), numerous rich invitationals, second in
Yonkers International and Realization S. All-time leading stallion with 310 in 2:00. First
to sire the winners of $5 million in a single season, and overall has sired winners of over
$45 million. Sire of Albatross, French Chef, Most Happy Fella, Nero, Falcon Almahurst,
Jade Prince, Tender Loving Care, Genghis Khan, Handle With Care, Land Grant, Governor Skipper, Trenton, etc.
FEMALE LINE
FIRST DAM
GOLDEN MISS p, 3, 2:05.1; 4, 2:02.lh ($64,471) by Ensign Hanover p, 4, 1:59.4. Stakes
placed at two and three. Fast Class Winner. From 6 foals, dam of 3 in 2:00, 6 in 2:02.3,
including:
STRIKE OUT, p, 2, 1:58; 3, 1:56.3h $454,064 (Bret Hanover). Former world record 3year•old pacer over half-mile track. Winner Fox S., Little Brown Jug, Gaines Memorial,
Reynolds Memorial, Prix d'Ete, Tattersalls P., Hanover-Hempt S., and 12 other stakes at
two and three. Sire of 61 in 2:00, including HOT HITTER p, 2, TT1:55.1, 3, 1:54
($963,574), former world record 3-year-old pacer over five-eighths mile track, FULLA
STRIKES p, 2, Tf1:54.1, former world record 2-year-old pacer. HILARION p, 3, 1:54.1'82, Meadowlands Pace Winner, STRIKING IMAGE p, 2, 1:55, MAPLE LANES STRIKE p,
3, 1:55, etc.
CAVALCADE p, 2, TT2:0l.l; 3, 1:57.3 $28,649 (Meadow Skipper).
BASE HIT p, 3, 2:00.31, 4, 1:59.4f $63,398 (Race Time)
BRETON p, 2, 2:04.4f; 3, 2:03.2h; 5, 2:00 $57,743 (Bret Hanover). 2:00 sire
Shifting Sands p, 2, 2:07.4; 3, 2:02.3 $3,469 (Shadow Wave). Dam of Verbatim p, 3,
1:57.4 and Shifting Scene p, 2, 1:59.2. Second dam of Blue Horizon p, 2, TT1:58 and
ACAPULCO p, 4, 1:56.4-'82 ($151,503).
.
Malaysia p, 2, 2:02.3h $7,036 (Bye And Large).

CAVALCADE STUD ANALYSIS
Sire of 4 in 2:'00, 21 in 2:05. Oldest foals were 1982 4-year-olds.
Sire of:
FRENCH LEAVE p, 2, 2:0l.4h, 3, 1:58.3f, 4, 1:57.lf-'82 ($131,475). At two, winner of
$35,000 Sunrise Series Final at Roosevelt Raceway. At three and four, multipl~ Fast
Class winner.
PRISSY B.B. p, 2, T1:57.3-2:00.1h ($37,072). At two, winner of OSS leg at Northfield
Park and Ohio Filly Classic al Delaware; second in OSS leg at Scioto Downs; third in
OSS leg at Scioto and State Fair Manager's P. at Ohio State Fair.
RACING VALOR p, 4, 1:58.2£-'82 ($20,516).

WALKAROUND MONEY p, 3, 2:02.4h, 4, 1:59.1h-'82 ($44,833). At four, winner of
Saratoga Late Closer.
SWIFT BRITCHES p, 3, 2:02.2f-'82 ($8,837). At three, winner of 5 Ohio Colt S.
Marathon Star p, 3, 1:59.4f-'82
True Duel p, 3, 2:00.1
Negotiation p, 3, 2:04f, 4, 2:01.4f-'82 Woodford p, 3, 2:02.4h, 4, 2:00.3f-'82
Military Magic p, 2, 2:01.41-'82
Hildene's Image p, 3, 2:04.4f, 4, Q2:00.3-'82
Parading Lady p, 3, 2:02.31
Good Imprint p, 3, 2:0lf.'82
Reveille Rebel p, 3, 2:00.3f-'82
Joey Trainor p, 3, 2:01.1-'82
Executive Power p,3. Q2:03h
Distant Land p, 2, 2:01.2f-'82

Contact: Paul Ducharme • Dudley /Oxford Rd. • Dudley, Mass.
P.O. Box 278 • Webster, Mass. 01570
617-943-2706 (Farm) 617-943-6979 (Breeding Office) 617-839-5302 (University)
Meadow Brook Farm • John J. Kunkel, Joseph F. Kunkel
~ · · -- · · · · · · James J. ~unkel

Driver /Trainer Profile
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Peter Blood

Reflections .
Not everyone can be raised
with a harness horse,
which seems a pity.
They are great teachers
of a number of very useful
things. Patience . Grace.
Strength. Hard work.
Effort. Determination .
Perseverance. In short,
character. And the lessons
of the race track apply
far beyond it, to all
of life as well. Some
win, some lose; those
best prepared and trained
usually go farthest and
fastest; and luck plays
a very Iarge role.
It may just be our
imagination, but children
who know horses, who are
raised with them and
work around them, seem
to us to have an added
element of understanding
and acceptance for things
as they are. The world
of horse and track
is a world of realism,
first and foremost,
and that lesson learned
early can be a rock
a.1 d a refuge forever .

Driver/trainer Peter Blood accepts the Jerry Williams Talk Show trophy.
. By K. C. JOHNSON
As in most recent years, 1982 has
found Peter Blood near the top of the
driving standings, in both the U.D.R.
and dash races. This year the Blood
Stable has produced several sub2:00 pacers as well.
Peter Blood was born on April 9,
1944, in Brooklyn, New York, but
when he was three he and his family
moved to Brunswick, Maine. As he
got older, Blood became acquainted
with the business through some
friends' parents, who took him
several times to the races at the
Topsham Fair. He then began to
stay atound the track, grooming and
training horses for friends whenever
he got the chance. Also a musician in
a band, Blood was forced to choose
. between music and harness racing.
He chose harness racing - and that
winter went to work as a groom for
the Billy Haughton Stable in Florida.
After working for them for two
years, Blood returned to Maine to
work for Percy Gray, whom he
continued to work for until he
received his provisional license at
the 1970 Suffolk meet.
After the closing of that (the final)
Suffolk meet, Blood returned ~o
Maine and opent:d a ~table t~ere. His
best horse while In M3:Ine w_as
Honor's Lad, who he claimed for
$1,000 and improved to a $4,000
claimer before shipping him ?nd the
rest of his st.able to Foxboro In 1972.
After suffenng through a few l<:an
Years, the Blood Stable .b~gan to PICk
p with Blood's dr,IVIng ch~mpionship at the 1977 Summer I• oxboro meet.
Also, in 1978, came the h?.rse who
Blood calls his best ever, F 1recreek
~Dasher
Hanover
1\larcon
Pronto). A top-class trotter for three
Years in New Engl_and, New York
and New Jersey, F1recreek ~.ar!led
close to $100,000 and took a hfetn!le
mark of 2:01 at ~oxbo~o while
Parked the entire m1le. Ftrecreek,
always an unsound horse, was
retired in 1980 due to lameness
Problems.
On the pacing .side, Blood's. best
have all come this year. Curntuck
Vern n (Isle of Wight - Sarah
'r c
s 6een B oo'd s es p-acer

ever. The seven-year-old holds the
Foxboro track record for most
consecutive sub-2:00 miles (four),
while winning the last in a blazing
1:57.3. He is currently competing
with the opens. Also racing well for
Blood thi~ year have been Steady
Adios, a consistent winners-over
horse with a mark of 1:58.4, and
Americus, another consistent pacer
who has taken a seasonal mark of
1:59.2.
Americus and Currituck Vernon,
along with . several other horses
Blood races, are owned either in
whole or in part by the Broken
Drum Stable, consisting of Blood,
assistant trainer Cory Wolfgram,
and Paul Bernard. Wolfgram first
worked for Blood in the fall of 1976,
and.. while Blood was in F lorida
dunng the winter of 1977-8, groomed
No No Yankee. She also nursed
Firecreek out of his lameness
problems during the spring of 1978.
Bernard also worked for Blood.
These three went in partnership to
buy Drummer Hill, an $1,800 purchase who raced well for years in
$5,000 - $7,000 claimers. With their
profits, the Stable claimed such
horses as Topaway (a $2,500 claimer
wh? Blood improved to a $12,500
claimer), and those which they
currently have. With currituck
Vernon, the Broken Drum Stable has
penetrated the open ranks.
In the past couple of years, Blood
has become interested in young
horses. He purchased a Jolly Roger
filly (Black Market) for $1,800 and
sold her for $20,000. He also has
Ruckus, by B.G's Bunny, a $5,000
purchase that paced in 2:04 as a twoyear-old at Foxboro. Blood also
ow~s a Precious Fella yearling
wh1ch has already trained in 2: 35
and a Whata Baron colt as well.
As for his future, Blood is unsure
but says he will probably go to New
York when his daughter graduates
fr()m high school. If he does go, .
Foxboro would lose not only one of
its top drivers but also one of its top
horse men (as Blood is a director for
the S.O.A.N.E.). In any case, Blood
has certainly made his mark on New ·
England racin&_ for some time to

come.
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Seasons Greetings
Thanks for a great 1982!
Here's to y-ou for a happy. and
prosperous 1983 at year.,round

FOXBORO RACEWAY

ROUTE 1, FOXBORO, MASSACHUSETTS-543·5331
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This Year

THE MCGEE FARM
Will Introduce

FALMOUTH KNIGHT

P.3,2:o3.2

Queen's Knight- Farvella Norris)
The Former Top Mass. Sire Stake Performer
. Will Be Offered For An Introductory
Fee Of $500

Also Standing In 1983

/

;;-

Paintinr by Elilabeth Bell

CORY p. 3, 1:56.3m
· (Bret Hanover - Scoot Time)

A classy stallion with lifetime earnings of $247,667. A Proven sire of several 2:00 offspring, whose full sister
Coral, is the Dam of Land Grant p. ·3 1:56.1. This stallion is also the sire of Kenwood Betsy a top filly at Vernon
Downs. Fee $1,500.
··

QUEEN'S KNIGHT

P· 4,1:59.3

(Knieht Dream - Joanna Orr}

·

Sire of some of the foremost two and U.ree year olds in the Mass. an New Englana Sire Stakes- including Fron·
tier Knight p. 3 2:00.4f. Fee: $750.

Also Featuring The Royally Bred Trotter

ROMAN KEY
(Speedy Count- Aydelotte}

Whose sire is a proven producer and whose dam is a full sister to Shep's Pride 1:59.2, Japa 1:56.3 and a half
sister to Texas 1:57.3 and Super Male, 1:58.3. Come and see his two-year-olds in training at Foxboro. They are ex·
ceptional! Fee: $750.

Foals Eligible For Mass. Sire Stakes And New England Sulky Championships

Contact: Dr. Francis McGee
•

Tel. 617-485-1570
339J Boston ~ rost . Rd. Marlboro, ·Mass. 01752
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Foxboro Raceway

The Marines have landed! Foxboro Raceway's Vice President-Public Relations,
AI Thomas is presented a "Certificate of Appreciation" by members of the South
Weymouth Naval Air Station.

_
A check was presented to the Marines following
their "Toys for Tots" celebration on behalf of the raceway and its patrons who
helped make Christmas Day a bit more cheerful for hundreds of needy youngsters.
~
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Record Performances Of '82
, By K.C. Johnson
1982 was probably the best year came the end of a mildly successful Also, the consistent Invitational their division's final.
Foxboro ever had, certainly in winter meet.
pacer Charm ax won his first sub- November found K.C. Three
terms of revenue grossed. It was
During April, Skir Dhu and Full 2:00 mile on July 4th in 1:59.1.
winning what proved to be his final
August was dominated by the race of the year, Charm ax winning
also the best year for competition, as Respect continued to battle, with
op a Sunday night it was not un- Skir Dhu,, winning the first In- same three horses as July: Truman two other Invitations, and Currituck
common to see four sub- 2:00 miles vitational and Full Respect winning (one win), K.C. Three (two wins), Vernon breaking the track record
paced. The Invitationals were the rest. Full Respect also paced the and Charmax (two wins). K.C. for most consecutive sub-2:00 miles
superb - with thirty sub-2: 00 miles meet'_s fastest mile up to that point, Three and Truman each paced a (four). The finals of 'the Boston and
in the class alone.
a 1:58.4 mile on the twenty-fifth.
mile in 1:58.4. Also, during this Providence Series' were also paced,
Foxboro fans received an early
May brought an end to the Skir month, the popular $35,000 claimers with Atomic Chuck and Phantom
Christmas present in late 1981 as Dhu-Full Respect domination, as were introduced, which featured Flyer upsetting in their division
the
Massachusetts
Legislature Skir
Dhu
skipped
to
the such horses as First Officer and finals.
awarded fifty more dates for l"ox- Meadowlands and Full Respect went Derechito.
Skir Dhu raced well during
boro in 1982. These were used in the to Freehold. Th.1s was nofbefore Skir
September was the turning point December, winning another Inearly months. During January, the Dhu paced the year's fastest mile on of the meet, as the Twin Trifecta vitational, a phenomenial 1:57.3
dominant pacers were K.C. Three, May 2, winning an $8,000 Invitational was introduced-and the average effort nver K.C. Three.
who had two Invitational victories, in 1:57. After their last meeting on handle increased by over $5,.000 per On the trotting side, the seven best
and Skir Dhu (also a two-tilne In- the sixteenth (won by Skir Dhu), night. K.C. Three won his tenth and were Armbro Thomson (Bert Beckvitational winner), who paced K.C. Three and Truman became the eleventh Invitationals. But the with), Hip Check (Jim Morrill), Mr.
January's fastest 1nile (2:00.1). top horses on the grounds, alter- highlight of the month was the Nashua (Willard Beckwith), Wicked
January also marked the move to nating firsts and seconds during inaugural Twin Trifecta payoff of Willie (Robert Cross), Rummy Jane·
the Invitational ranks of the great May's two final weeks.
over $200,000, the highest payoff in (Jim Apperti, Jr.), The Lively One
pacers Cheviot, who made his
June was opened with a Truman Foxboro history. After nine months, (Ernie Houle), and Nifty Christy
comeback fron1 a leg operation.
victory and was closed by a major the average handle was up to an (Bruce Ranger), who has won the
February was dominated by K.C. upset, as The Andover Story took a excellent $300,735.
past four open trots.
Three, Wendell Donaway's seven- new lifetime mark (1: 58.2) in
October marked the return to
For the year, John Hogan won the
year-old won every feature race defeating K.C. Three in a $4,500 Foxboro of Skir Dhu. He won his dash title, U.D.R. title, and his
while upping his seasonal earnings open. Dear Roger and Smart Tripp first
Invitational
since
May, stable won the training title, Peter
to $17,650 in just seven starts. K.C. were also top-class winners. After returning $23.00 win and pacing the Blood challenged him in the U.D. R.
Three also paced the month's fastest the first six months of the meet, the mile in 2:00. Columbo Seelster race, and Bruce Ranger catch-drove
mile, a 2:00.4 effort on Valentine's average nightly handle was a skipped down from Canada to win his way to a second place finish in
Day.
healthy $296,261.
also. K.C. Three also won his twelfth the dash race. The average handle
March was the month in which the
During July, K.C. Three once Invitational of the year. Foxboro ended up at $299,376.
famed Skir Dhu-Full Respect battles again raced well as he won two more also hosted the Massachusetts
1983 is a year of opportunity for
egan. Full Respect, driven by Fern Invitationals, with the fastest in Breeders' Stakes finals during Foxboro.
Granted two-hundred
Paquet, earned $10,:100 in this month 1:58.2. Truman upset him in the final October, with Farbro Mike, Farbro thirty racing dates. Foxboro should
alone. With the end of March also Invitational of the month .. however: Monty; and Bonnie T.C. winning improve on its 1982 performance.
BY LARRY MILLER

The entries have been tallied for
the Irvin Paul late closer endurance
series, with twenty three horses
being nominated. To be eligible, a
horse must have started for a base
claiming price of $4,000 or less seven
or more times in 1982. All horses
must have three or more parimutuel wins in 1982. There are three
qualifying rounds and a final. The
distances start at one mile and
,g_raduate to one mile and a quarter,
one mile and three eighths and a
fi
at a distance of one and

five-eighths miles for a purse of mark of 1:58.3 at age four .. Crowds of mark of -4:13.2, held by Scottish
$5300. First round action begins 20,000 and 30,000 race fans often Pence. The individual miles were
Friday, January 14th. But, the filled the gra~dstands to watch. hi~ 2:05.2, 2:03.2, and the record still
_popular question I'm asked these ~o battle ~gainst SO!l}e of racings stands today. Late in his career,
days is, "Who is Irving Paul?"
Im!llortals - Ra~~ T1me, Henry T. Irvin Paul equalled j\dios Butler's
Irvin Paul, a gelding by the Adios and Tarqulnia.e. On ~une 28, ~orld record for a mile and an
prolific stallion Gene· Abbe, was at 1962, at Yonkers R.aceway, 1n front eighth,
capturing the
$SO 000
one time, the richest pacer_in North of 27,871 fans, Irvin Paul won the American
Pacing
Classic ' at
America . . He. raced under t~e $75,00~ National Champ~onship pace Hollywood Park, in 2:11.1. Irvin
tu.telage ?f Oh10, horseman Charlie _ a~ a .~Istance of two miles •. be.ating Paul swept from eighth place at the
King. Irvin Pauls career spanned 8 VICki s Jet and Henry T. Adios In the top of the lane to win, going away by
y~ars,. from 1959-19.(.17. He am~ssed fP.rocess. When tl;te race wa~ OVEf~ .. two lengths. Thus a salute to the
li(et'mQI
rQtngs ·r. $5~5;. .. 1:) Jjle teletimev.. . llashe(f 4:Da:i,
riew ·stance champ of all time Iry· ¥
brilliant career, taking a career world record, shattering the old Paul.
' ·· -
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Best Bet Is....

Breed To....

M0NOCLE
"You Owe it

~o

p.3. T. 1:59.2

your mares."

HEGGIE'S
RHETT
This Son of BRET HANOVER
Out .Of The Great Mare
GENA, By Gene Abbe, Was
Injured At Two And Never
Raced To His Potential.
Full Brother To:
Bret Le Ru p. 3, 1:58.1 ($106,969)
Half Brother To:
Happy Jeffrey p. 3, 1:56.1 ($1oo,ooo+)
Kaywave p. 3, t.t. 1:56.1 ($200,455)
Strike Le Ru p. 5, 1:55.4 ($184,800)
Bye Le Ru p. 3,1:59
Rippling Wave p. 5, 2:00.4 ($75,874)

Sired By The Immortal RACE TIME
.
with 174 in 2:00 including:
Bandelier p. 1:52.2
April Bay p. 1:55
Dream Maker

p. 1:54.3

Racy Goods

Standing In Massachusetts
At .
GREENWOOD FARM Fee: $750
Contact: Andrew T. Card
617-063-3079
47 Pond St., Billerica, Mass. 01821

p. 1:55.3

~..r...-cr..r~..r..;o-..r.,er..r...o-..r...rJO'""..r..r..r..rJ""..r.-r~...r..r...r~....oo-~~..r.r..r..r..r....o--~....co-~

Lime Time p. 1:55.4 Ricci Reenie Time p. 1:56.1
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
a Natural Outcross For
Meadow Skipper, Tar Heel or Adios Mares
.

.

... from the producing mare Knight Vision, with winners of
over one half million dollars from only seven foals.
We are very excited about the sire potential of this
stallion. At three, MONOCLE was officially race timed in
1:58.1 and 1:58.2 We feel that because of a racing accident
this horse never had a chance to reach his full potential.
He never lacked for courage and gameness - only injuries
thwarted his chances of becoming a truly great race horse.
MONOCLE is abundantly endowed with the heritage for
2:00 speed. Of the seven foals his dam produced - all
were winners! Four of these winners are sub 2:00 pacers,
and all four stand at stud!
We feel that we have a potentially "Super Sire" in
ONOCLE, so if you are a serious breeder - looking for
the best for your mare •.•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Contact: Roy Leach, Jr., Owner
603-926-5203 or 603-668-0555

A Son Of Race Time Out Of
The Thorpe Hanover Mare
Fortunate Lobell

Standing In Mass. For '83

FORTUNE DONUT ~2:0~.1
Sire Of:
VICOUNT UFFINGTON p.3 2:02
ATop Performer In The '81 Stakes

Full Brother To:
TIDDLEY, Who Is The Dam Of:
Triple Play p. 2, 2:00.2
Change Up p. 2, 2:03.3
Texarkana p. 4, 159.2- '82

The ''Adios-Tar Heel-Good Time''
Golden Cross For A·Fee Of $600
(Foals Eligible To Mass. Stakes And N.E. Sulky Championship)

Contact: Bruce Or Steve Cochrane
83 Spruce St.
Winchendon, Mass. 01475
Iel. 617-297-0613

Northeast Harness News

H.T.A. News

''Red" Smith Award
To Caretakers
Harness Tracks Of America,
which has annually honored one
overlooked segment of harness
racing- the owners- for the last 28
years, will honor another starting in
1983: caretakers.
In conjunction with Delvin and
Mary Lib Miller, who introduced the
idea at HTA's annual meeting last
winter, the association of major
~ox:_~h_A_merican harness tracks will
Inaugurate in .february the W.W.
(Red) Smith award, named for the
late, great _sports columnist who was
a close friend of the Millers. It will
go to the <:aretaker, ~~lected by a

Track Topics
committee appointed by Miller and
HTA, who is judged to have done the
most outstanding job of grooming in
the previous yea:r.
Nominations will be soliciated
from owners, trainers and others in
the sport, who must submit a brief
letter or statement as to what accomplishments they feel make their
nominee worthwhile of the honor,
which will be tantamount to selection as "Caretaker of the Year." The
nomina tins will be screened by the
committee, and the winner announced at the HTA annual meeting
which in 1983 will be held in Palm
Springs, California, Feb. 6-10.
As a permanent memento of being
honored as the top caretaker in the
sport, the winning groom will
receive an 18x24 original portrait of
himself or herself in a typical stable
scene painted by the outstanding
equine artist Robert Leitz, a
multiple winner in early HTA art
competitions and now one of the
country's foremost painters of
western .art. .
.
.
~el Miller Introd~ced the 1dea ~f a
national caretakers award during
his address to HTA last winter as the
second winner of HTA's Messenger
Award. The recipient of that honor is
e~pected t~ offe~ candid opinions on
the state of the Industry, and one of
Miller's themes was the lack of
recognition for caretakers, who as
Miller pointed out can make or
break a horse. Miller indicated he
and his wife Mary Lib .would donate
an annual trophy 1f HTA administered the competition, and
Miller added that he would like the
award to commemorate his friend
Red Smitl),.
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Nutrition News
Report on Epiphysitis
Issued

quarterly by Tizwhiz Distributors, Inc. P.O. Box 604,
657 High St., Worthington, Ohio 43085

By DR. WILLIAM TYZNIK
Epiphysitis is the enlargement of phosphorus. As the horse becomes
joints of growing horses. The most older and his growth rate slows, he
common period is at weaning time can tolerate a ratio of 1.5:1 or as
when foals are beginning to grow wide as 2:1 without any apparent
and rations are changed from milk difficulty.
to dry feed in quantity. It appears
Rations for growing horses should
that minerals rather than protein contain between 0.6 to 0.8<:rc) calcium
are involved with the problem. and 0.4 to 0.6<ro phosphorus. A great
Although phosphorus deficiency is deal of difficulty results from using
most often blamed, epiphysitis can analysis
tables,
especially
be caused by improper ratio and phosphorus content of feeds. To
levels of several minerals, such as most species of animals, only 20 to
calcium, phosphorus, manganese 509h of the phosphorus is available.
and copper to name a few. In ad- Because of this, it is easy to see why
dition, horses that have been in a phosporus problem can be
stalls and are turned out to run or precipitated.
forced to exercise unduly can
Another difficulty presents itself
develop a problem ..... Epiphysitis, when · high quality legume hay
although not a new problem, has (alfalfa) is provided. Alfalfa is
recently
gained
considerable gene~ ally quit~ h·i gh in calcium and
recognition and as a result, a great relatively low 1n phosphorus. Grass
deal of concern
B . ll 't hays may be more desirable for
occurs when · f 1 b a.sica ~! 1 .foals because the ratio of calcium to
greater amount;oaf
s e~In eah~n~ phosphorus is more nearly that
0
contain
.
_roug age. 'I! IC needed by the foal.
calcium~elahvely high quantities of . To ~lleviate some of the problem it
S
.
IS desirable to provide free access to
?me peop1~ would su~gest that minerals. Calcium can be provided
~alnfh ~r~wth IS causab~e {:c\~' by the use of finely ground
u
IS oes no ap~ea~ 0 e e limestone. A number of phosphorus
br1ble~ H~.wever, If 1 m.~rderl~ supplements are available such as
U~ ar:ce ~a tons are pdrotVI e an dicalcium phosphate, Biofos or
. e orse ~s encou~age 0 gro~ by monosodium phosphate. Because of
high protein ~nd high etlergy dtets, the relative unpalatability of
~he problem. IS acceftua~e~. Young phosphates, mixing it half and half
or~rsbrequr~ a ra 10 0 t ·5 .Plabrlts with trace mineral salt will enhance
a val a e ca ctum 0 1 par a vat a e consumption.

f

SUBSCRIPTION NOTICE

~

It will be· the future policy of the Northeast Harness News to accept subscriptions on a once yearly: basis only, in order to keep bookkeeping at a
minimum and prices down. Those w·l shing to subscribe after the first of the year will be charged the esta.b lished rate and will be mailed previous
issues on request, as long as copies are available.
.
· .

An immediate response has come Blaze Skipper, Pop Star, Effem and
forth from within the standardbred 1 Marilyn (outstanding two-yearbreeding industry to help meet the N.Y.S.S. pacing filly from Billy
call to save historic Prowse F'arm =- Haughton's Stable in 1982). Mouna nationally known farm established tain Skipper, p,1:56.1-$304,876, won
in 1890 in Canton, Mass. by J. 16 in 2:00 in a conventional bike and
Malcolm ~ · orbes as the home of Hall was the Nation's Aged Pacer of the
of Fame trotters, Peter The Great, Year in 1:'973.
Arion, Bingen.-and world champion
In a statement Slobody explained,
Nancy Hanks.
"We are pleased to be able to help
The Committee to save 1Jrowse the effort to preserve a significant
F arm is trying to raise much needed part of harness racing's heritage.
funds at this critical point in the Prowse F arm helped establish the
preservation effort by seeking foundation of the breeding industry
donated stud fees, contributions an~ as it is enjoyed by so many of us
proceeds
from
the
sale
ot today. J. Malcolm F orbes inphotographic prints of P_rowse t~ arm troduced the idea of selective
and the four aforementiOned horses breeding on this historic farm back
as depicted in an oil painting at the turn of the century.
donated to the Committee by Mary
"By donating a breeding to
Lou Richards of Maryland.
Mountain Skipper both Mr. Nason
The first response has come forth and I feel we are helping to perrom Roger Slobody, owner of petuate the great tradition of our
Sawmill Stud in Amherst, Mass. and sport by paying respect to the roots
Arthur Nason, owner-trainer-driver of harness racing and standardbred
from F reedom, N.H. They have breeding. We hope others within the
donated a stallion service to Nason's sport will likewise contribute to this
Mountain Skipper who is standing at worthy effort. It would be tragic to
Sawmill Stud for a fee of $1, 500.
see the farm lost to an industrial
Mountain Skipper, a successful development."
New York State stallion through Those interested in the breeding to
1982, has moved to Massachusetts to M~~ntain Skipper and/or those
participate
in
the
$400,000 ~Ilbng t~, help t~e effort to preserve
Massachusetts Sire Stakes and l rowse Farm VIa the donation of a
$100 ooo New England Sire Stakes. stallion service or by way of a
Prio'r to moving Mountain Skipper contribution are urged to contact:
established hims'elf as a top stallion FAIR
ENVIRONMENT
CORwith 10 in 2:00, including the full ,PORATION- 1442 Washington St.,
brothers Mountain Lawyer, p,l: 55.1 Canton, Mass. 02021. Calls can be
and Mou~tain KO, p,1.:56, and major maae·oo Harvey Robbins at 617-784New York Sire Stakes winners, 7130.

Help Preserve Prowse Farm
Funds and Support
By HARVEY ROBBINS

MOUNTAIN SKiPPER

Ne~ded

n--- .,.

,. ,. ,.,.. - . ·-
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Ghenghis Khan and driver, Bill O'Donnell.

Speed and Spending

Pa.st and Present
By PHIL PINES

Harness racing started keeping Tommy Haughton knocked a fifth of
records of speed way back in 1806. It a second off that new record while
wasn't called harness racing back driving a three year old pacer
then, of course. 'Cause trotting narned Trenton to victory. At the
horses didn't pull sulkies. People same meeting, Bardot Lobell, a two
rode trotters in those days. And year old filly pacer, established a
when a trotter named Yankee went a record of her own, zipping around
mile in 2:59- a full second under that mile track in 1:54.1. A two year
three minutes - early Americans old filly! It wasn't that long ago
said "Like wow!" Or whatever they ·w hen horses like her were still
said in 1806.
playing with dolls. Harness horses
It took nearly a century for a are going so fast nowadays, nobody
trotter to reduce the speed of that pays attention anymore.
mile to two minutes. And wouldn't The same thing with money.
you know, it was a woman who Yearlings are bringing upwards to
proved to those who said it couldn't $400,000 at auctions. Well ov~r a
be done. A mare named Lou Dillon hundred races across the continent
in 1903. A pacer called Star Pointer now offer purses of six figures or
did it six years before that. But then, more. So.m.e p~cers ca!l ~ec~me
pacers have always been able to get instant millionaires by Winnin& JU~t
around tracks faster than trotters. "One race. Purses by the end of this
Dan Patch took the pacing crown year will total a quarter ~illion
.
B.y STAN BE~GSTEIN H. T.A.
away from star Pointer in 1903. That dollars through?ut the s~ort. But Tim Rooney, president of Yonkers miles or so downstream from
was a great year for speed. Dan kept ~omehow these figures don t seem, to Raceway, was quoted th~s week as T~ronto, where they race every
breaking the world record three Irnpre~s . us as much. We re resuming his quest for Inter:track night except Wednesdays and
more times in the next couple of becoming Immune.
.
wagering in New York, hoping to Thursdays, which are dark. Since
years until he lowered it to 1.551.4.
Speed and money are wh~t Its all interest Roosevelt Raceway, New the OJC does not use Greenwood on
And there it stayed for 33 years.
about. I~ a horse has the first, th,e York City OTB and. the New York Sundays as part of its pact with
.
owner will have the second. It wasn t Racing and Wagering Board that
.
.
Meanwhile, over on the other s~de always like that. Let's go back to such a policy_ simulcast betting at locals 1n the area of the track, .this
of the ledger, trotters were getting Greyhound. He had speed. And Roosevelt on Yonkers racing when leave;; Monday.' Tuesda.y, Friday
their steam up, too. A couple of them nobody could touch him when he Roosevelt is dark, and the opposite and S~turda~ nights for Inter-track
went into the record books between raced for seven seasons between when Yonkers is dark_ would be in wager1n~, With Gree':lwood. open on
1912 and 1938 ~ut, t~en, ~l~Jlg came 1934 and 1940. In those seyen years the best interests of all.
tho~e .nights handling Simulcast
Greyhound ~Ith his 1.5~\4. That Greyhound won every maJor- and If there is any question as to why action from Mohawk.
mark re~ain~d 3~ years before not so major- race he entered. Got Rooney might feel that way, one So how is Greenwood doing with
Nevele Pride Wiped It out.
bumped on~y once. He won the 1935 should again consider the figures· its ITW betting? As of now, they are
31 ye~r~. And 3~, years for the Hamblet?nian as well as a bunch ?f from the Ontario Joc~ey Club, betting in the $525,000 t~ $550!000
pacers. Like wow!
other big stake.s ~hat are . still where a new scenario of Inter-track range nightly on Mohawks racing.
These days, however, the record around. Total lifetime .ear~Ings: wagering is in effect.
Mohawk is handling around $4~o,oqo
books never get a chance t~ gather $38,952.79. If he were racing In the At the present time thoroughbreds a night ontrack. What all of this
dust. Genghis Kahn, not caring at all 1980's and competed in those same are racing at the OJC's Greenwood amounts to is a net increase of 62
that it was Friday, the l~th, sped races plus other events that have plant in Toronto. They run Monday, percent in attendance and 41 percent
around the Meadowlands In 1:51.4, been established for trotters since Tuesday, Friday and Saturday af- ihandle for the OJC over Mohawk
the fastest race recor~ed eve:. the 30's, Greyhound would probably ternoons, and Wednesday and figures alone for the comparable
Tears streamed down trainer. Eddie have been harness racing's first $3 Thursday nights.
dates last year.
Cobb's face. ~ut tht::Y s~on drie.d ~p. million winner.
The harness horses, meanwhile,
Any wonder that Tim R;ooney, and
A week later, 1n Spr1ngfleld, Illinois, Like wow!
are at nearby Mohawk Raceway, SO a lot of other people, are Interested?

Future Trends

Simulcasting

_d___

.1-s-e-',
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NEW HAMP~HIRE AND NEW ENGLAND
t
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
t
t
IN NORT.H EAST HARNESS NEWS

: BALL AND AwARDS
:
BANQUET
t

*To be held at The Highway Hotel in Concord*

:

FEBRUARY

t

s, 1983

:
:
t

:

t
cocktansspm·7pm
Dinnerat7pm
t
S.B.O.A.N.H. Annual meeting and election of Officers at 3 p m tt
N.E.S.B.O.A. Annual meeting and election of Officers at 4 pm
MENu- B u f f e t t

It
:
'

TICKETS:

t

PLEAsE MAKE cHEcKs PAYABLE

$15.00 per person

Pick Up Tickets AtThe Door

'

ro

t

rHE s.a.o.A.N.H.

:Name

l

fAddress

t

:city

t
f
I

state

R.S.V.•P. by January 22, 1983

Zip
To: Mrs. Jeanne Ferland

Mail to: P.O. Box 441, Somersworth, NH 03878

~Phone

207-698-1302 .

Those requesting membership check here 0 $10.00

:

t
t

CONTACT EDITOR - TEL. 207·282·9295. '

Personal Service to:
Stallion Owners
Racing Stables
Breeding Farms
Race Tracks
Equr·pment Dealers
Farriers
Feed COmpanies
Sales Companies
Auto &Truck Dealers
Industry Organization~

f
f *Deadline for receiving copy
I /
is the 2Stb of e~ch month

~~~~~-~------~~~~~~~~~~~

:
t

:
:
I
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A Couple Of...

BOLD KIDs

The

Stalli~n

- BEST OF ALL P· 1:56.2
With 26 Miles In 2:00 Or Faster
And Lifetime Earnings Of $548,899
Is Also The Sire Of 100 In 2:00

The Mare -

MARY FRANCES p. 2:07.2
Dam Of 15 Foals:
2 In 2:00
9 in 2:05
4 in 2:10
Grandam of: 5 in 2:00 15 in 2:05

§

Bold Annie (L) Owned By Bob Jordan And Bold Veronica (R) Owned By Cindy Lewis

I§
§
I~

It's ''Odds On'' That The Son

LORD VICAR·

Wouldn't You Really Like To Have One? I
Call And Book Your Mare Today.
~
The Trotting Son Of ·
Sharpshooter- Silky Way Stands For $500.~

Will Become AProducing Sire

Foals Will Be Eligible To Maine And New England Sulky Championships. ~

Mares Pasture Bred For
$400 Live Foal
"Problem Mares Our Specialty"

Standing At The
FREEMAN PARKER STABLE
Tel. 207-625-3353

1
§

.

·

1

··

207-935-3367 __ §

Cindy Lewis, Fryeburg, Maine

~~~_,.._,...,_,..~~_,._,._,..._,..._,._,.~_,..-co-_,..~.,.,.....oc:;-+.,.oo-~_,._,._,.._,..._,._,...,...~~~.,_,......ooo""~..r..,.-.r...r...o--~...o-_,.._,..._,._,.J!:ICM:rJ"'.r..o-..r~.rJCO

I

Yearlings For Sale

I

Bay Colt- 3/7/82 First Foal Of
LIL BOSS p. 2:09h
Sire: BIG LEAGUE STAR
Maine Stakes Eligible

§

Br. Colt - 3/16/82 Out Of The
Trot Mare BRANJ>Y LUCAS 2:09h
Sire: ROMAN KEY
' Mass. Stakes Eligible

Is
§

These high class colts have
excellent manners and conformation.
They must be seen to be appreciated.'~
Naomi Ayotte

203-455-0467

~
§8

. Please Call At 7:00-9:30 P.M.

i§

~eocoeeaeoec~~...o-...o--o-.r..r~..o-~_,._,....,.oor~....<=

BARN FOR LEASE
1200 Bale Hay Storage
Half-Mile Track Included
Turn-Out Areas 3-4 Acres
Hay Supply Available

•
•
•
•

Maine's Only STEADY STAR p.1:52.2
Out Of The Adios Mare
MEADOW DREAM P· 2:01

Th•IS Sta II•IOn JSAFU II Brother T0 .
ARMBRO RANGER p. 2, 1:56.3 3, 1:56 ($516,476),
Wh ose C0 Its Average d
$14,558 When Sold In
Ontario This Year. His Stud
Fee Is $2000 - You Can Get
The Same Bloodlines With
ARMBRO UTAH For $400
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(50'x32')
•
•
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In 1983 Breed To...

Eleven Box Stalls
Heated Tackroom
Good Water Supply
Completely Insulated

In West Bowdoin

Centrally Located - 10 Miles From
One Hour

Fro~

L~wiston

Foals Eligible To Maine Sire Stakes

Scarborough

Contact: Ellen Mallar
Machi s, Me. Tel. 207-255-3732

An Hour And A Half From Bangor
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SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
''MAINE'S SHOWPLACE''
"Wishes a pleasant and prosperous New Year to one and all!"

•

/
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''We anticipate the thrill of co.rnpetition awaiting in
'83, similar to this tandem finish viewed by those in
I

attendance when the young, talented Walter Case Jr.
teamed Rebecca Jean to a new lifetime mark of 2:01
defeating Wilbea Sly Knight.''
Plan to be with us during the corning season.
Horsemen and patrons alike will enjoy the racing at
Maine's Seaside Oval... Scarborough Downs
Joseph Ricci-President

James DeMint-General Manager

